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Due to the presumption and credibility of registration of real estate, 
mis-registration will cause great damage to persons involved. However, the 
registration organ seldom assumes, as a result of lacking a legal ground, a 
responsibility on compensating the related persons for such damage arising thereof. 
For the first time, the “Property Law” identifies the responsibility on compensating 
for the mis-registration of real estate in a form of civil fundamental law. But it is 
simplified too much so that the nature of compensating responsibility is not specified 
therein. As on a matter that the compensating responsibility in which nature shall be 
taken for such mis-registration, there are mainly two theories and corresponding 
proofs in the theory horizon: one is the responsibility of national compensation and 
the other one is that of civil compensation. 
Firstly, the author analyzed, in detail, differences between the responsibility of 
national compensation and that of civil compensation. Basing on that, the author then 
made an all-around analysis on the nature of responsibility on compensating for 
mis-registration as regulated in Article 21, the “Property Law” and concluded that: As 
ascertained, such a responsibility belongs to a result liability; the compensation comes 
from the national finance; the compensatory nature involved in the responsibility of 
civil compensation is adopted as a standard on how much amount is to be 
compensated; disputes arising from the registration of real estate are settled either by 
administrative proceedings or civil proceedings individually or both of them together. 
Therefore, the author believes that the nature of responsibility on compensating for 
mis-registration, as regulated in the “Property Law”, is neither the responsibility of 
national compensation nor that of civil compensation in total. At all times, people 
always regard these two kinds of compensating responsibilities as legislatively 
one-based and applicably mutually-exclusive. For this reason, the author argued 
towards the legitimacy of the nature of responsibility on compensating for 
mis-registration as regulated in the “Property Law” and concluded that: the 
registration owns natures of public law and private one both; these two kinds of 














combination between the responsibility of national compensation and that of civil 
compensation is not a general system in all countries; the regulation involved in 
Article 121, the “General Principles of the Civil Law” leaves some legislative space 
over for designing the property law. 
The law’s significances not only lie in its symbolism but also more in its 
practicalness. The author expatiated on two problems which shall be solved when the 
responsibility on compensating for mis-registration is practically implemented, 
namely, components of such a responsibility and implementation of recovery right 
owned by the registration organization. At the same time, the following improper and 
improvable points as regulated in Article 21, the “Property Law” were pointed out as 
well: the regulation on behaviors which will cause damage to persons injured is not 
all-sided; the responsibility which the real-estate registration organization shall take 
for the mis-registration of request is not well-regulated; other supporting measures are 
required to disperse national risks and responsibilities. 
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2007 年 3 月 16 日由第十届全国人民代表大会第五次会议审议通过，并于
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